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MASTER OF ARTS (ECONOMICS)
0E51 .12
Term-End Examination
June, 2014
MEC-105 : INDIAN ECONOMIC POLICY
Maximum Marks : 100

Time : 3 hours

Note : Attempt the number of questions as per instructions
given in each section.

SECTION A

Attempt any two of the following questions in about
2x20=40
700 words each.
1.

"China has recently revised its national
population policy from 'one-child norm' to
`two children per couple'. Discuss the need for
such a policy change in the context of an
emerging economy. Should India's population
policy be redrawn now ?

2.

"The real bane of the Indian economic policy in
the present times is inadequate initiative for
growth in the manufacturing sector." Do you
agree ? Suggest a suitable policy framework.
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3.

"Inclusive growth can be achieved only if a
complete basket of human rights are
constitutionally guaranteed." In the context of
this statement,
(i) what is inclusive growth ?
(ii) what are these human rights ?
(iii) trace the steps taken by Indian policymakers.

4.

Monetary policy cannot be framed independently
of the fiscal policy, because there may be
inherent conflicts in two sets of policy. In the
light of this statement,
(i) discuss in brief the transmission mechanism
of monetary policy and fiscal policy.
(ii) identify the areas of policy-conflict.
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SECTION B
Attempt any five of the following in about 400 words
5x12=60
each.
5.

"India's pattern of growth is different than what
happened in the rest-of-the-world ?" Do you
agree ? Suggest in brief a policy framework for
the future.

6.

What do you mean by 'sustainable growth' ? In
this context present in brief a suitable
framework of policy for land, water and mineral
resources.

7.

Inadequate infrastructure is posing a serious
challenge to speed up economic growth in India.
Suggest a suitable policy framework to
encourage investment in this sector.

8.

The proportion of workforce engaged in
agriculture has fallen dramatically during the
last two decades. Suggest suitable policy
measures to encourage this trend.

9.

What do you mean by 'current account deficit'
(CAD) in balance of payments ? How is it
financed ? Should government policy aim at Zero
CAD ?

10. Inflow of foreign capital is not simply a shower
of nectar from abroad. Explain and also suggest
in brief a suitable policy framework.
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11. In wake of the recent global crisis, why are the
developed countries moving away from
multilateralism to regional groupings ? What
role is expected of the WTO ?
12. What do you mean by good governance ? Discuss
its importance in a fast emerging economy like
India in context of developments during the last
two decades.
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